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BOW B123 EVA BLOCKS (3 PIECES)

€17,65 (excl. VAT)

Made from Bow Products' exclusive EVA material blend, Bow Products' handy 123 blocks are a valuable
addition to any workshop. The unique EVA material is extremely strong and durable, and the blocks are

finished in the recognisable BOW green colour, so you can always find them easily.

Unlike harder materials such as wood, EVA is easy to cut and leaves barely noticeable marks when using
a saw or drill. Moreover, EVA does not stick to hot plotters.

The EVA blocks retain their shape and rigidity over time and with repeated use. As EVA is a closed-cell
technology, it will not release material to other surfaces or cutters. So you don't have to worry about any

damage to materials or finished surfaces.

These versatile blocks are excellent for numerous applications. Moreover, they are available in three
different block sizes, so you can choose based on the depth or height requirements of your projects.

SKU: PIH-63118
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Made from Bow Products' exclusive EVA material blend, Bow Products' handy 123 blocks are a valuable addition
to any workshop. The unique EVA material is extremely strong and durable, and the blocks are finished in the

recognisable BOW green colour, so you can always find them easily.

Unlike harder materials such as wood, EVA is easy to cut and leaves barely noticeable marks when using a saw
or drill. Moreover, EVA does not stick to hot plotters.

The EVA blocks retain their shape and rigidity over time and with repeated use. As EVA is a closed-cell
technology, it will not release material to other surfaces or cutters. So you don't have to worry about any

damage to materials or finished surfaces.

These versatile blocks are excellent for numerous applications. Moreover, they are available in three different
block sizes, so you can choose based on the depth or height requirements of your projects.
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PRODUCT INFORMATION

Handy blocks to use as support while drilling, sawing, milling or sanding
3 blocks of 15 x 15 cm: 1″, 2″ and 3″ thick

Made of EVA foam
Extremely strong and durable

DESCRIPTION

Made from Bow Products' exclusive EVA material blend, Bow Products' handy 123 blocks are a valuable addition
to any workshop. The unique EVA material is extremely strong and durable, and the blocks are finished in the

recognisable BOW green colour, so you can always find them easily. Unlike harder materials such as wood, EVA
is easy to cut and leaves barely noticeable marks when using a saw or drill. Moreover, EVA does not stick to hot
plotters. The EVA blocks retain their shape and rigidity over time and with repeated use. As EVA is a closed-cell

technology, it will not release material to other surfaces or cutters. So you don't have to worry about any
damage to materials or finished surfaces. These versatile blocks are excellent for numerous applications.

Moreover, they are available in three different block sizes, so you can choose based on the depth or height
requirements of your projects.

No video available for this product!

DOWNLOADS

No download availble.


